Crash kills 75 - Storm toll 100,000

The charred bodies of 75 short of landing in what federal officials described as "one of the greatest tragedies in aviation history." A 35-man team of federal investigators recovered an in-flight recorder and a badly damaged tape of the cockpit conversation from the twin jet Southern Airways plane which crashed 800 feet in every direction about 200 feet in every direction and then fell into a deep foggy Appalachian valley Sunday night just a few miles from Tri State Airport. It exploded and burned for nearly four hours. "Lightning up the sky" witnesses said.

Charted by Marshall University President Fred Giuffrida, the plane was ending a 40-minute flight from Kinston, N.C. The team included 10 students, two football players, seven coaches, and members of a "booster club" including one newly elected to the Student Union and five police officers. All perished along with four crewmen and a baggage handler. The team had planned to arrive in East Carolina earlier in the day before flying back to Marshall University.

HUNTINGTON W.VA. (UPI) - The official estimates that the crash killed more than 13,000 people. The confirmed death toll was 11,163 they said and more than 2,000 persons were reported missing in areas with which communications have been reached. But the official toll may increase in the future.

Among those missing were 14 members of the World Bank team including several Americans who were on an inspection tour of water and power development projects in the Oaxacan coastal region of Mexico. They were aboard a chartered flight which last week in the dark area that forms the coast of the Bay of Bengal. The confirmed death toll already makes the storm last week the worst disaster of its type since 30,000 were killed in a wind storm in June, 1965 also in East Pakistan.

The official estimates that the death toll could exceed 100,000 in the area would make it "the worst disaster since floods and tidal waves killed 200,000 in northern China in 1939.

The country of Pakistan is divided into two parts, its princely western section on India's western border and East Pakistan, which is about the size of the state of Arkansas more than 1,000 miles across India to the east.

Among the officials flying over the affected areas estimated that in addition to the death toll of at least 300,000 houses were washed away, thousands of boats and other vessels were sunk, 50,000 cattle died and all crops in the area were lost.

Another spokesman said, the storm has "maximized possible efforts to render help to the affected areas," but that "the effort is inadequate." In addition to the deaths at least 200,000 houses were washed away, thousands of boats and other vessels were sunk, 50,000 cattle died and all crops in the area were lost.

The first reports of the government has begun "maximum possible efforts to render help to the affected areas," but that "the effort is inadequate." In addition to the deaths at least 200,000 houses were washed away, thousands of boats and other vessels were sunk, 50,000 cattle died and all crops in the area were lost.

Refugees from Burma 30 miles south of Dacca said more than 13,000 were killed there.

Union budget allotted

By Dave McCarthy

An amendment proposed by state Senator Fred Giuffrida, the Academic Commission of the Student Union to seek the consent of the Student Union before inviting a speaker who will cost more than $1000 to the University was attached to a motion to allot the Union $35,000 during last night's Senate meeting.

The two-hour meeting, chaired by Student Body Vice President Mark Winings in place of Student Body President Dave Krushna, who is on a recruiting trip until Thursday, was devoted exclusively to considering the budget of the Student Union.

One spokesman in support of the motion said that the effort is inadequate. "We are trying our best to allocate $43,000, but we expect a read out," Reed said. He said the cockpit recorder bent and twisted but still functioned would provide "the last words" the investigators would provide "the last words" the investigators heard.

Cohen talks of drugs

By Milt Jones

Citing many facts from actual living experience, Dr. Allen Cohen exposed many insights into what he termed the "polared" drug scene in a speech at the Library Auditorium Sunday night. He talked very informally about his experiences with Drs. Timothy Leary and Richard Albert, both of Harvard, and in Mexico.

"The Academic Commission was originated to bring speakers to this campus, "Cohen is a student at Marshall University.

The result of a roll call vote favored the amendment and it was attached to a motion to allot $37,000 to the Student Union, but that motion failed. The amendment was also attached to a motion to allocate $35,000, which is what the Senate passed.
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Appeals Board fills openings

Student Government Judicial Co-ordinator Rich Urda said yesterday that as a result of interviews conducted last Thursday by himself, Student Body President Dave Krashna, and Dean of Students James Richele, nine of twelve spots on the Appeals Board had been filled from the thirty applicants. Urda also said that the other three vacancies would be filled from among four applicants who were unable to make the Thursday interview. If for some reason the vacancies cannot be filled, said Urda, he will open the field for further applications from the student body as a whole.

The tripartite Appeals board of the three members chosen by the Student Life Council at its last meeting. The general appeals board will be the last step in setting up the new structures necessary for the system set up by the Burtchall Code. This board was drawn up early last summer by University President Rev. James Burtchall, C.S.C.

The new code will go into effect as soon as it is approved by the University Board of Trustees at its meeting in December. Speedy approval is expected.

After the three openings are filled, Urda said he will concentrate on explaining the new system to the Hall Judicial Board Chairman. This will be done by meetings in the halls specifically aimed at the board members but open to all students.

The only problem left for the students is the in-person application by the information meetings in the various halls. He said that the fact that the trials are secret will act against the result Richele anticipates.

MONTREAL (UPI) The Quebec Liberation Front tauntingly described yesterday how the three most wanted men in Canada hid for hours in an apartment cell after they forced the entrance and stole the astonished grumblers on their way out.

They were hidden behind a false wall in a closet, the FLQ told police from the University School of Law, a lawyer. The FLQ offered this explanation: "We got high. We cased the place, found the police, then hid in the closet as planned."

Police confirmed the finger prints were found and would not comment on the rest. But the provincial and city police were already quarrelling over whose jurisdiction they would have in the case of the burned down apartment. The FLQ said the three gunmen kidnaped British Labour Minister Lawrence E. Pope is scheduled for a meeting with the police in Montreal.

Police confirmed the finger prints were found and would not comment on the rest. But the provincial and city police were already quarrelling over whose jurisdiction they would have in the case of the burned down apartment. The FLQ said the three gunmen kidnaped British Labour Minister Lawrence E. Pope is scheduled for a meeting with the police in Montreal.

The outlawed FLQ, which set off the kidnap crisis, sent the information originating from the newspapers, Jornal de Montreal and Quebec Presse.

The FLQ began its campaign six weeks ago Monday, when three gunmen kidnapped British Trade Commissioner James H. Cross and followed it up by kidnapping Quebec Labor Minister Pierre LaPorte. Laporte was strangled. The fate of Cross was unknown but he was presumed to be still alive and in FLQ hands. The FLQ sent pictures of him to local newspapers a week ago.

Need a job? Join the Sunday night Observer staff.

The Cultural Arts Commission's Cinema '71 presents Surrealism Film Festival

Nov. 16, Monday — "Orpheus" Nov. 17, Tuesday — "Beauty and the Beast" Nov. 18, Wednesday — "Blood of a Poet" and "Un Chien Andalou" Nov. 19, Thursday — "Exterminating Angel" Nov. 20, Friday — "Blood of a Poet" and "Un Chien Andalou" Nov. 21, Saturday, — "Last Year at Marienbad"

Admission $1.00 each night; Cinema '71 patron free" Cinema '71 patron cards available at the door.

Cohen cites drug problems

CHICAGO — Dr. Allen L. Cohen, a psychiatrist on the staff of the University of Chicago, Aids to continue the study of the psychological reactions of students to the use of marijuana.

"We want to find out what can be done with human consciousness. After being visited from Mexico and these Caribbean countries, the community finally settled in Milledgeville, New York on a ranch donated rent-free for their use."

During this interval, no emphasis was placed on the legal aspects of the situation. The FLQ movement took a turn toward religion and vegetarianism, said Dr. Cohen. He said the experiments in New York at this time were termed by Dr. Cohen as an "era of understanding." He added that this can be also called the time of the most positive move toward consciousness. Dr. Cohen said he began to find problems in the drug culture. There was an ever-growing inconsistency among members, while, "high," they were saints, full of brotherhood and understanding said he. However, when they were down, they fought over the simplest of practical chores added Dr. Cohen. This led him and others of the community to consider some non-chemical alternatives to drugs.

In determining non-chemical alternatives, Dr. Cohen states that one must consider the reasons people need chemicals to get high. He cites the fact of problems on various levels of life such as physical, sensory, emotional, social, political and other areas as reasons to escape.

He stated that non-chemical alternatives exist on all these levels. Athletes, gaining control over the body is a non-chemical alternative to the physical problem. Another alternative is training in dance to overcome sensory problems. He then defined consciousness as "that which is essentially you and can never be taken away." He states that drugs defeat this awareness because they "will dull the awakening in the system to the Hall Judicial Board Chairman. This will be done by meetings in the halls specifically aimed at the board members but open to all students.

The only problem left for the students is the in-person application by the information meetings in the various halls. He said that the fact that the trials are secret will act against the result Richele anticipates.

This is the way it could have been around here this past weekend and the future of the eastern half of the nation yesterday. Today's weather calls for mostly sunny skies and a little warmer. Tonight should be fair and not so cold.
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Initiated four years ago on the University's campus, one of its earliest organizational procedures was to establish the Student Union Service Commission. In the ensuing years the Service Commission has grown and developed from a body whose prime responsibilities were control of student organizations and the Student Union's press and publicity facilities to one whose duties encompass a wide and varied range.

The Student Manual states that it is the responsibility of every student organization to register with the Service Commission and that such a list of organizations is subject to review by the Dean of Student Affairs. There is a three dollar fee charged in this procedure and presently there are forty-six registered organizations.

Furthermore, it is expected that the various clubs and organizations will keep the Commission informed on upcoming events so that a weekly calendar can be drawn up and posted in the hallways to inform the students' information and thus help to prevent conflicts in scheduling.

The on-campus mail service is controlled by the Commission along with the salaries for students handling this work, which amount to several hundred and twenty dollars per year. The reason that the student body is able to receive the ND-SMC tele­phone directory without cost is because of a set-up by the Student Commission has arranged with a Texas publication company. The company prints the directories at their own expense and receives profits from advertisements which they solicit from local merchants. The only expense that the Commission has in this endeavor are nominal fees that arise from distributions, advertisement, and the compilation of the student list.

The Commission, besides conducting the European tour and this year's ski trip to Aspen, runs the combination ticket and bus service to away games and the buses to O'Hare Airport prior to vacation periods. The ticket price of three produces a reasonable profit for the S USC (

Thu = Three-hundred and twenty dollars per year. The reason that the student body is able to receive the ND-SMC tele­phone directory without cost is because of a set-up by the Student Commission has arranged with a Texas publication company. The company prints the directories at their own expense and receives profits from advertisements which they solicit from local merchants. The only expense that the Commission has in this endeavor are nominal fees that arise from distributions, advertisement, and the compilation of the student list.

The Commission, besides conducting the European tour and this year's ski trip to Aspen, runs the combination ticket and bus service to away games and the buses to O'Hare Airport prior to vacation periods. The ticket price of three produces a reasonable profit for the S USC triplets (three-hundred and twenty dollars per year). Present S USC triplets, Bob Browning, pointed out that these were originally scheduled for this year, Northwestern, M.S.U., and Miskan, but that the latter was cancelled due to lack of response.

Observer Insight

In order to prevent the duping of parents by certain student concessions, the Service Commission is going to take over control of such functions. During the summer letters are sent to parents advising them of events (fruits, donuts, etc.) are recog­nized and suggest the parents only do business with them.

When asked how it is deter­mined who will receive such recognition, Browning said that there is usually one bid for each service and that when this is not the case it is not the case that the service is the criteria for appro­val. He went on to say that the fee the Commission collects funds both the individual ($750) and the parents' own equipment and thus do its own work after the Christmas vacation period.

It should be pointed out that the facilities of the Campus press are available to all students. Though the costs are com­parative to those of public printing firms the advantages stem from the fact that the work is done in the course of a day or even available on the same day.

The Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company will be making its second appearance at Saint Mary's Wednesday night. Tickets are $3.50 for students and $3.50 for all others. For further information or reservations contact: Pro­gramming Office, Moreau Hall, 284-4176.

Philippine dancers scheduled

The Performing Arts Series of Saint Mary's College will present the Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company, Wednesday, November 18, at 8:00 p.m. in O'Laugh­lin Auditorium.

The Bayanihan Company por­trays the rich culture of the Philippines through its music, songs, dances and costum­es. The dances and songs are all drawn from pre-historic tradi­tions and legends and present a wide variety of scenes from heroic battles to light­hearted festivities. Each is ex­acting in its authenticity as in its performance.

The 27 Bayanihan dancers, whose name evokes an ancient custom of working together, take great pride in the precision of their movement. The 12 musicians are highly skilled in the playing of instruments reflect­ing the rich cultural heritage of mountain tribes.

Since its formation in 1956, the Bayanihan Dance Company has toured world-wide and re­ceived high acclaim for its artistic range is not discussed until after the decision is made.

The Service Commission has begun two new services this academic year. The first is the establishment of a ticket coop-operate, located on the second floor of La Fortune. This enables the student to purchase tickets for any function which is to take place on campus without the trek to the Athletic and Convocation Center. The hope is to eventually place in that office a Chicago ticket agent whose tickets to events in the Windy City (date is not yet determined) can be purchased at the centralized location to buy and sell used books.

Among the early responsibilities of the S USC were the Student Union Publications and the Campus Press, which are located in the basement of La Fortune. The facilities are relatively ex­tensive containing apparatus for large and small offset, ditto, and mimeograph.

Presently the only income the Student Union Public­ations has is the sixteen thousand dollar revenue which the students' information and thus when this is not the case that the service is the criteria for appro­val. He went on to say that the fee the Commission collects funds both the individual ($750) and the parents' own equipment and thus do its own work after the Christmas vacation period.

It should be pointed out that the facilities of the Campus press are available to all students. Though the costs are com­parative to those of public printing firms the advantages stem from the fact that the work is done in the course of a day or even available on the same day.

The Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company will be making its second appearance at Saint Mary's Wednesday night. Tickets are $3.50 for students and $3.50 for all others. For further information or reservations contact: Pro­gramming Office, Moreau Hall, 284-4176.

- For brushing up before exams.
- For understanding especially difficult material.
- For reviewing what you've already learned. Or bringing back what you may have forgotten.
- For gathering additional information for writing papers.

Where can we help you right now? We are almost any subject you're studying. Economics, History, Philosophy, Novels, English, Short stories, Plays. From Beowulf to Salinger. From Aeschylus to Chekhov. Over 1,000 words in all.

Steve new MONARCH NOTES ready now!

"Ford new Pinto"

You'll get a kick out of Pinto's smart looks and rappy performance. It's priced and sized like the Kia imports, but has more room inside. You'll get a kick out of Pinto's ease of service. It has less heavy-duty, extra-long-life parts. And a V-6 HP Engine that's backed by 50 million miles of performance. You'll get a kick out of Pinto's gas mileage too. Average over 35 MPG on highway driving. Pinto's got a wider stance as well--so you won't be pushed around by the wind. Now you can have your economy and enjoy it, too.

- Most Effs $1.00 ea.

The Cultural Arts Commission's Contemporary Arts Festival presents:

EARTHLIGHT

-from the fields of Woodstock to Steppen...-continuing in the tradition of hair

Nov. 17, 8:00 PM
Admission $1.50
CAF patrons free

THE OBSERVER
Coeducation

Notre Dame and St. Mary's are on the verge of a momentous decision. It is one that will shape the academic character of the two institutions for many years to come. It may also serve to relieve some of the emptiness, loneliness and misery that is found at both schools. It will probably usher in a host of problems, none of which will be simple, or readily solvable.

Co-education is fast becoming a reality. Since the day the two schools began co-exchange classes they have embarked upon a path which slowly and inexorably has led them to this end. The time is past for a decision on the issue itself, the only query now is "what type?"

We strongly believe that proper and true path for the two schools to follow would be to affect a merger. The result would be of illimitable advantage to both. Each would gain readily solvable.
The Appalachian Paradox - Part 1

This article is the first in a series of three articles focusing on the problems of Appalachia. We are not attempting to raise a war in order to save an Asian nation. As if the expression "affluent society" hasn't already been used to describe the situation in this region.

The region of our country known as Appalachia is one of the foremost paradoxes. There is racism in a land where all men are supposed to be created equal. There is a government which wages a war in order to save an Asian nation. And the slogan "affluent society" is a contradiction in terms. Poverty exists. It is there, paralyzing our nation, and it must confront and resolve, if it is to live up to the ideals upon which it was founded.

The Appalachian people were sheltered from the effects of the industrial revolution. They have not had the means to make their own way. They are still dependent on what they have been given. They live in poverty as bleak as any known in America. Yet the Appalachian people do not share the characteristics of the Appalachian people.

Living in the hollers, the Appalachian population are people who have been forced to live in poverty. They are people who have been forced to live in poverty, but they have managed to live up to the ideals upon which they were founded.

There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression. There is an underlying depression.
Scanning the campus happenings

Ski!!

SNOWMASS AT ASPEN JAN. 9 - 16
7 nights lodging  6days lifts

ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION FROM CHICAGO

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
SLALOM RACE

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
TO MAKE DEFINITE ARRANGEMENTS
CALL

STUDENT UNION 7757
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Monday - November 16
7:9 PM Surrealism Film Festival: "Orpheus" at the Ena Aud.

Tuesday - November 17
7:9 PM Surrealism Film Festival: "Beauty and the Beast" Engineering Auditorium
8:30 PM Earthlight theater and dance group

Wednesday - November 18
7:9 PM Surrealism Film Festival: "Blood of a Poet" and "UnChien Andalou" - Eng. Aud.
8:00 PM E. Chikher Rouss speaks at Lib. Aud.
8:00 PM Bayunihaa Philipen Day, Inc. O'Laughlin Aud.

Thursday - November 19
4:00 PM Nathaniel Tarn, Poetry Reading - Washington Hall
7:9 PM Surrealism Film Festival: "Extirminating Angel" - Eng. Aud.
8:00 PM Firoole Fisher speaks in the Library Aud.
8:00 PM Robert Byrnes "The Dreysul Affair" The 20th Century Seibing - Little Theater, SMC

Friday - November 20
7:9 PM Surrealism Film Festival: "Last Year at Marienbad" Eng. Aud.
3:30 PM Perspective Series in Philosophy in the Lib. Aud.

Saturday - November 21
1:30 PM Football: LSU vs Notre Dame
8:30 PM Chambers Brothers Concert in the ACC

GRADUATE STUDENT UNION CALENDAR for the week of November 15-21

Monday - November 16
7:9 PM Dr. John J. Kane of the Sociology Department will speak on "Drug Subcultures," while Dr. Cyril K. Pullapilly of St. Mary's History Department will speak on Drugs and Religious Experience. Finally, Dr. George N. Shuster, assistant to the President of N.D. and director of the Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society, will speak on "Notre Dame Study on Drug Use and a Conclusion," based upon seven years of research done in the area of Fast 100th Street in New York City. The discussion period will then follow.

Grad directories available

Bill Lomizer, President of the Graduate Student Union, said yesterday that student phone directories are now available to Notre Dame graduate students. With the assistance of Fr. James L. Shilt, Assistant Vice-President of Student Affairs, a limited number of the directories have been made available through the GSU.

Graduates of the GSU whose numbers are desired may call the center phone, Campus Area 2-3960, and have requests for directories transmitted to the center. Copies of directories will be mailed as soon as they are completed. The Graduate Student Union, 7th floor of Grace Tower, the forum will consist of four short (5 minutes) presentations by local authorities and a discussion period with questions and answers will follow.

Dr. Sara Charles of Psychological Services will speak on "Recent Medical Findings in the Drug World." Dr. John J. Kane of the Sociology Department will speak on "Drug Subcultures," while Dr. Cyril K. Pullapilly of St. Mary's History Department will speak on Drugs and Religious Experience. Finally, Dr. George N. Shuster, assistant to the President of N.D. and director of the Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society, will speak on "Notre Dame Study on Drug Use and a Conclusion," based upon seven years of research done in the area of Fast 100th Street in New York City. The discussion period will then follow.
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Bill Lomizer, President of the Graduate Student Union, said yesterday that student phone directories are now available to Notre Dame graduate students. With the assistance of Fr. James L. Shilt, Assistant Vice-President of Student Affairs, a limited number of the directories have been made available through the GSU.

Graduates of the GSU whose numbers are desired may call the center phone, Campus Area 2-3960, and have requests for directories transmitted to the center. Copies of directories will be mailed as soon as they are completed. The Graduate Student Union, 7th floor of Grace Tower, the forum will consist of four short (5 minutes) presentations by local authorities and a discussion period with questions and answers will follow.

Dr. Sara Charles of Psychological Services will speak on "Recent Medical Findings in the Drug World." Dr. John J. Kane of the Sociology Department will speak on "Drug Subcultures," while Dr. Cyril K. Pullapilly of St. Mary's History Department will speak on Drugs and Religious Experience. Finally, Dr. George N. Shuster, assistant to the President of N.D. and director of the Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society, will speak on "Notre Dame Study on Drug Use and a Conclusion," based upon seven years of research done in the area of Fast 100th Street in New York City. The discussion period will then follow.
Proud Yellowjackets frighten Irish

by Terry Shields
Observer Sports Editor

There are a lot of things that a person can come away with from a game like that which was played in The Stadium on Saturday. One could say that the Irish "just had an off day." Or maybe "at least we're still undefeated" could be a good description. Possibly some one trying to defend the Irish national ranking might suggest "the sign of a great team is coming back from near defeat to pull the game out." Any one of these could be a fitting way in which to ritate exactly what happened last Saturday afternoon, but the single most impressive thought of the day had to be the fantastic game that the Georgia Tech Yellowjackets displayed. They made one person have a great deal more respect for Tech, and for Southern football in general, after the courageous exhibition they put forth. As Tech coach Bud Carson said after the game: "Any time you hold the most dangerous offense in the country to 10 points you know you've done a great job." Not Notre Dame rooter believing from it. They came to cold, windy South Bend to win, not lose. Joe et al relied on constant, how ever. a frustrating experience for the Irish at the Georgia line. It took ND six plays to take the ball in from the 54. Allan scored the clincher on a two yard run behind the blocks of Larry DiNardo, Jim Humbert and Mike Creotty with 6:38 remaining in the game. The defense held Tech off the score with 3:20 left to play in the third period on Smith's boot, in spite of the fact that all ND would need. As one writer from Atlanta commented, "That's the most cheer ing I've ever seen Notre Dame do for a football team." The out-weighted Yellowjackets came back suddenly and almost fatally before the period ended. After Tech had been sent back to their own 34 yard line on an offensive pass interference penalty, McAshen, whose erratic passing reminded some of Jimmy Johnson of USC, threw a perfect pass to the ND 30 where Stanwood took the ball in stride and outraced Clarence Ellis and Mike Creotty to the end zone. There was 1:58 remaining when this score occurred. The Irish couldn't get a scree ning drive going in two attempts after the Tech touchdown. ND did march to the GT 18 and on an attempted TD pass to Denby Allen, Rick Lewis, however, picked off the Thirmann-thrown pagan in the end zone. It looked darker than the late afternoon skies for the Irish at this point. However, the defense ran to the occasion again as it halted Tech after two first downs. Tech took over on the ND 20, following Chipp Fakman's punt.

Ed Gulyas breaks a tackle and follows Mike Creanny up field. Gulyas was the day's leading ground gainer with 63 yards in 12 carries.

On the first play from scrimmage, Theismann hit Ed Gulyas who made a sensational crawling catch good for 48 yards to the Tech 34. The offensive line, which was a bit sluggish as com pared to past performances, then opened up huge holes in the Georgia line. It took ND six plays to take the ball in from the 54. Allan scored the clincher on a two yard run behind the blocks of Larry DiNardo, Jim Humbert and Mike Creotty with 6:38 remaining in the game. The defense held Tech off the score with 3:20 left to play in the third period on Smith's boot, in spite of the fact that all ND would need. As one writer from Atlanta commented, "That's the most cheering I've ever seen Notre Dame do for a football team." The out-weighted Yellowjackets came back suddenly and almost fatally before the period ended. After Tech had been sent back to their own 34 yard line on an offensive pass interference penalty, McAshen, whose erratic passing reminded some of Jimmy Johnson of USC, threw a perfect pass to the ND 30 where Stanwood took the ball in stride and outraced Clarence Ellis and Mike Creotty to the end zone. There was 1:58 remaining when this score occurred. The Irish couldn't get a screening drive going in two attempts after the Tech touchdown. ND did march to the GT 18 and on an attempted TD pass to Denby Allen, Rick Lewis, however, picked off the Thirmann-thrown pagan in the end zone. It looked darker than the late afternoon skies for the Irish at this point. However, the defense ran to the occasion again as it halted Tech after two first downs. Tech took over on the ND 20, following Chipp Fakman's punt.

Then what was a two yard run behind the blocks of Larry DiNardo, Jim Humbert and Mike Creotty with 6:38 remaining in the game. The defense held Tech off the score with 3:20 left to play in the third period on Smith's boot, in spite of the fact that all ND would need. As one writer from Atlanta commented, "That's the most cheering I've ever seen Notre Dame do for a football team." The out-weighted Yellowjackets came back suddenly and almost fatally before the period ended. After Tech had been sent back to their own 34 yard line on an offensive pass interference penalty, McAshen, whose erratic passing reminded some of Jimmy Johnson of USC, threw a perfect pass to the ND 30 where Stanwood took the ball in stride and outraced Clarence Ellis and Mike Creotty to the end zone. There was 1:58 remaining when this score occurred. The Irish couldn't get a screening drive going in two attempts after the Tech touchdown. ND did march to the GT 18 and on an attempted TD pass to Denby Allen, Rick Lewis, however, picked off the Thirmann-thrown pagan in the end zone. It looked darker than the late afternoon skies for the Irish at this point. However, the defense ran to the occasion again as it halted Tech after two first downs. Tech took over on the ND 20, following Chipp Fakman's punt.

On the first play from scrimmage, Theismann hit Ed Gulyas who made a sensational crawling catch good for 48 yards to the Tech 34. The offensive line, which was a bit sluggish as compared to past performances, then opened up huge holes in the Georgia line. It took ND six plays to take the ball in from the 54. Allan scored the clincher on a two yard run behind the blocks of Larry DiNardo, Jim Humbert and Mike Creotty with 6:38 remaining in the game. The defense held Tech off the score with 3:20 left to play in the third period on Smith's boot, in spite of the fact that all ND would need. As one writer from Atlanta commented, "That's the most cheering I've ever seen Notre Dame do for a football team." The out-weighted Yellowjackets came back suddenly and almost fatally before the period ended. After Tech had been sent back to their own 34 yard line on an offensive pass interference penalty, McAshen, whose erratic passing reminded some of Jimmy Johnson of USC, threw a perfect pass to the ND 30 where Stanwood took the ball in stride and outraced Clarence Ellis and Mike Creotty to the end zone. There was 1:58 remaining when this score occurred. The Irish couldn't get a screening drive going in two attempts after the Tech touchdown. ND did march to the GT 18 and on an attempted TD pass to Denby Allen, Rick Lewis, however, picked off the Thirmann-thrown pagan in the end zone. It looked darker than the late afternoon skies for the Irish at this point. However, the defense ran to the occasion again as it halted Tech after two first downs. Tech took over on the ND 20, following Chipp Fakman's punt.
A DAY FOR DEFENSE

It was truly a day of defensive prominence. Greg Marx and the other defensive linemen put pressure on Tech QB Eddie McAshan all afternoon. Clarence Ellis was quite a hero with two brilliant interceptions. The last of which clinched the game for ND.

Even with a superlative effort the Irish could not keep the proud Yellowjackets from scoring as Larry Studdard outran Mike Crotty on a 66 yard pass play that put Tech in the lead, almost for good.

Possibly the best way of describing the defensive job is to look at Brent Cunningham’s statistics. Usually a back who gains 5.7 yards per attempt, he was held to a paltry 14 yards in 16 attempts at the ND defense.